We study the Goldbach problem for primes represented by the polynomial x 2 + y 2 + 1. The set of such primes is sparse in the set of all primes, but the infinitude of such primes was established by Linnik. We prove that almost all even integers n satisfying certain necessary local conditions are representable as the sum of two primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1. This improves a result of Matomäki, which tells that almost all even n satisfying a local condition are the sum of one prime of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1 and one generic prime. We also solve the analogous ternary Goldbach problem, stating that every large odd n is the sum of three primes represented by our polynomial. As a byproduct of the proof, we show that the primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1 contain infinitely many three term arithmetic progressions, and that the numbers αp (mod 1) with α irrational and p running through primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1, are distributed rather uniformly.
Introduction
Let P be the set of primes represented by the quadratic polynomial x 2 + y 2 + 1. We consider the Goldbach problem for the set P, our main result being the following. Theorem 1.1. Almost all even positive integers n ≡ 5, 8 (mod 9) can be represented as n = p + q with p, q ∈ P.
By "almost all" we mean that the number of exceptional n ≤ N is o(N ). The local condition n ≡ 5, 8 (mod 9) is necessary (unless p or q equals 3 in which case we can only represent o(N ) integers), as is easily seen by considering primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1 modulo 9. An earlier result of Matomäki [13] , using a somewhat different method, showed that one of the primes p and q can be taken to be from P, the other one being a generic prime. A few years later, Tolev [21] gave an asymptotic formula for a weighted count of the representations n = p + q with p ∈ P and q a generic prime for almost all even n. Naturally, there is a close connection between the almost all version of the binary Goldbach problem and the ternary Goldbach problem, so we can also solve the ternary problem for the primes x 2 + y 2 + 1. Theorem 1.2. All large enough odd positive integers n can be represented as n = p + q + r with p, q, r ∈ P.
We remark that Tolev [22] established an asymptotic formula for the weighted count of the representations of n as n = p + q + r with p, q ∈ P but r a generic prime. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is very similar to that of Theorem 1.1, and is remarked on in Section 2.
As a byproduct of the method for proving Theorem 1.1, we will obtain an analog of Roth's theorem for the set of primes of the form x 2 +y 2 +1, so that in particular the set P contains infinitely many three term arithmetic progressions. Theorem 1.3. Any subset of P * = {x 2 + y 2 + 1 : x, y coprime} ∩ P having a positive upper density with respect to P * contains infinitely many non-trivial three term arithmetic progressions.
We will also conclude from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that for any irrational ξ, there is some uniformity in the distribution of the fractional parts of the numbers ξp with p ∈ P. Theorem 1.4. Let ξ be irrational and κ ∈ R. Then there are infinitely many primes p ∈ P such that ξp + κ ≤ p −θ , where θ = 1 80 − ε = 0.0125 − ε and ε > 0 is arbitrary. Here · stands for the distance to the nearest integer. Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 are proved in Sections 4 and 11, respectively. In Theorem 1.4, we have not pursued maximizing the value of θ, and the main message is that θ can be taken to be positive.
It should be remarked that the distribution of ξp (mod 1) has been studied also for some other subsets of the primes, such as for Chen primes [14] , [19] and very recently for Gaussian primes [1] and Piatetski-Shapiro primes [6] . In the case of Chen primes the analog of Theorem 1.4 with θ > 0 was obtained in [14] (and improved in [19] to θ = The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on a recent paper of Matomäki and Shao [15] , where a transference type theorem for additive problems of Goldbach type was established, allowing one to deduce from certain desirable properties of a set A the conclusion that A + A + A contains all large enough integers. One should mention that a closely related transference principle for translation invariant additive problems was famously introduced by Green [3] and Green-Tao [4] , [5] to find arithmetic progressions in the primes, their principle stating that a set A with certain desirable properties contains infinitely many 3-term arithmetic progressions (or k-term arithmetic progressions if one assumes stronger conditions). The hypotheses of the transference type result for Goldbach type equations [15, Theorem 2.3] resemble the ones of the transference principle for translation invariant equations [4, Proposition 5.1], but include an additional assumption. An additional assumption is evidently needed, since for example the primes p satisfying √ 2p < 1 100
contain a lot of arithmetic progressions, but most odd integers are not the sum of three such primes.
The first property required from a set A in the transference type result of [15] is "welldistribution" in Bohr sets, meaning that for ξ, κ ∈ R and η > 0 the sets {n : ξn+κ ≤ η} and their intersections contain a fair proportion of the elements of A. The second property, which is present in [4] as well, is that A is "Fourier bounded", in the sense that the Fourier transform 1 A is small in ℓ r norm for r > 2. The last and simplest to check condition is that there should be a lower bound of the correct order of magnitude for the number of elements in A up to N . In [15] , the transference type result was applied to solve the ternary Goldbach problem with three Chen primes or with three primes p such that [p, p + C] contains at least two primes for some large constant C.
We employ a variant of the transference type result of [15] in this paper, the conditions for the principle being nearly identical, but with the conclusion that A + A contains almost all positive integers (in the sense that there are o(N ) integers n ≤ N not representable in this form). This modification is easy to implement, so the main part of our proof is devoted to verifying the conditions involved in the transference type result in the context of the set P. The lower bound condition follows essentially from earlier work, so we are mostly concerned with proving two requirements.
The Fourier boundedness requirement follows from the restriction theory of the primes, in the form developed by Green and Tao in [4] . However, the "enveloping sieve" β(n) (which is a pseudorandom majorant of a subset of the primes and enjoys certain pleasant Fourier properties) has to be modified. It turns out that the necessary modification is available in a paper of Ramaré and Ruzsa [18] , where the enveloping sieve was developed for purposes related to additive bases, and actually the results in that paper imply that P is an additive basis of finite (but large and unspecified) order.
Proving the well-distribution of the set P in Bohr sets requires more work and occupies the majority of this paper. We use a strategy similar to the one that was used in [15] to deal with Chen's primes or with primes p with [p, p + C] containing two primes for some large constant C, but we must use a different sieve to detect primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1. The sieve suitable for this purpose is a combination of the linear sieve and the semilinear sieve (also called the half-dimensional sieve), developed by Iwaniec in [9] and used by him in [8] to prove that the number of primes in P up to N is ≫ N (log N )
2 (the infinitude of the primes in P was established earlier by Linnik [11] in 1960, using his dispersion method). An upper bound for |P ∩ [1, N ]| of the same order of magnitude follows from the Selberg sieve, so P is a sparse set of primes. 
We remark that the arguments of this paper would easily generalize to primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + a, where a = 0 is any integer. We also note that since for all the primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1 appearing in the rest of the paper the only possible common prime factors of x and y are 2 and 3, Theorem 1.1 could be stated in the form that almost all even n ≡ 5, 8 (mod 9) are representable as n = p + q with p and q primes and neither p − 1 nor q − 1 having any prime factors greater than 3 that are ≡ −1 (mod 4). One should also mention that we did not get an asymptotic formula for the number of representations of n as sums of two or three primes from P (unlike in the work of Tolev [21] , [22] on related problems), nor did we show that the number of exceptional n in Theorem 1.1 is ≪ N (log N ) A instead of merely o(N ). We can nevertheless get a lower bound of cn(log n) −3 for the number of representations in Theorem 1.1 for almost all n for some small c > 0, and this is the correct order of magnitude.
Structure of the proofs
We give a brief outline of the dependencies between different theorems and propositions. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is deduced from the transference type theorem (Proposition 2.1) in Section 3, provided that the two key conditions in the transference type theorem are satisfied. One condition is the well-distribution of the set P in Bohr sets and the other one is a Fourier uniformity result for P (Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, respectively). The proof of Proposition 3.3 is presented in Section 4, and in Section 3 it is shown that Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 immediately imply Theorem 1.3.
The largest part of the paper is then devoted to proving Proposition 3.2 using sieve theory. The purpose of Section 5 is to show that Proposition 3.2 follows from Proposition 5.1, which involves more notation but is easier to approach. In Section 6, a weighted sieve for finding primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1 is presented, in the form of Theorem 6.5. Section 7 constructs the weighted sequence (ω n ) to which Theorem 6.5 is applied, as well as sets up the circle method. Section 10 is then devoted to proving Hypothesis 6.4 for (ω n ), since this hypothesis is the requirement for applying Theorem 6.5. Section 10, which finishes the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.5, involves bounding Bombieri-Vinogradov sums related to either semilinear or linear sieve coefficients and weighted by additive characters that lie either on minor or major arcs. The type I and II input required in Section 10 comes from Section 8, while the required combinatorial input comes from Section 9. As Remark 3.6 tells, the only difference in the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.1 is the form of transference type result being used. Finally, when it comes to proving Theorem 1.4, one needs the sections from Section 6 onwards, the last of which, Section 11, is required only for this purpose. We also remark that none of the sections 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9 depend on each other.
Notation
The symbols j, k, ℓ, m, n and q always denote integers, and p is a prime number. We denote by e(α) = e 2πiα the complex exponential, by Li(x) = x 2 dt log t the logarithmic integral, and by π(x; q, a) the number of primes up to x in the residue class a (mod q). We denote by · the distance to the nearest integer function, by (·, ·) the greatest common divisor and by [·, ·] the least common multiple. We denote by Z q the set of integers (mod q), sometimes interpreting functions defined on this set as q-periodic functions on Z and vice versa. The expression m −1 (mod q) stands for the inverse of m in Z q .
Starting from Section 3, there are various symbols that have been reserved a specific meaning. The integer C is given by (2.2), the function s(n) by (3.1), the set S by (3.2), the integer b by Definition 3.1, the numbers U, J and W by (3.3), the set Q by (5.1), the product S(L) by Definition 6.1, the function g(ℓ) by Definition 6.2, and lastly the parameter Q by Lemma 7.1. When it comes to sieve theoretic notation, λ d are sieve weights and for a set A of integers and P of primes, S(A, P, z) counts the elements of A that are coprime to all the primes in P ∩ [2, z), with each integer n weighted by ω n ≥ 0, where (ω n ) will be clear from context. The arithmetic functions Λ(n), µ(n) and ϕ(n) are the von Mangoldt, Möbius and Euler functions, as usual, and the functions τ (n) and ν(n) count the number of divisors and distinct prime factors of n, respectively.
The parameters ε, η > 0 are always assumed to be small enough, but fixed. The variables N and x tend to infinity, and in Sections 7 and 10, A, B and C are large enough constants (say greater than 10 10 ). The numbers C, W and J are ≪ 1, but may be large. The expression 1 S is the indicator function of a set S, so that 1 S (n) = 1 when n ∈ S and 1 S (n) = 0 otherwise. We use the usual Landau and Vinogradov asymptotic notations o(·), O(·), ≪, ≫. When we write n ∼ X in a summation, we mean X ≤ n < 2X. By n ≍ X, in turn, we mean X ≪ n ≪ X.
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A transference type result
We need a transference type result for binary Goldbach type problems for proving Theorem 1.1. We begin with some definitions.
Let Ω ⊂ Z N and η ∈ (0, 1 2 ), and write
for the Bohr set associated to these parameters. We will need a function χ = χ Ω,η : Z → R ≥0 that is a smoothed version of the characteristic function of the Bohr set B(Ω, η). The exact construction of χ is not necessary, and we just list the properties of χ we use, found in [15, Lemma 3.1] . We have
Also from [15] , we know that χ has Fourier complexity C ≪ |Ω|,η 1, where the Fourier complexity is defined as the smallest integer C for which we have a Fourier representation
The formulation of the transference type result requires harmonic analysis, so we should state which normalization of the Fourier transform we use. For functions f, g : Z N → C we define the Fourier transform and the convolution aŝ
so that Parseval's identity and the convolution formula of the Fourier transform take the forms
Proof. This is inspired by and similar to [15 
, where ε 0 will be chosen small enough in terms of δ, ε and K 0 . Condition (iii) tells that |Ω| ≤ K 0 ε
be as in the proposition (so that χ fulfills (2.1)). We will later choose η to be small enough in terms of δ, ε and K 0 . Introduce the functions
We have
Next we estimate from above and below the average
, starting with the lower bound. Owing to conditions (i) and (ii), for n ∈ [0.9N, N ] we have
3 } and using the simple inequality |a − b| 2 ≥ a 2 2 − b 2 and (2.3), we infer that
When it comes to an upper bound, Parseval's identity gives
, so that
Combining (2.4) and (2.5) above, we discover that |T | ≤ 10δ −4 · 1 10 δ 4 εN = εN , which concludes the proof.
3 Deducing Theorem 1.1 from the transference type result
We will apply the transference type result (Proposition 2.1) to prove Theorem 1.1. This deduction is done in this section assuming the conditions (i)-(iii) of the transference type result, and the rest of the paper is focused on verifying these conditions. Naturally, the functions f 1 and f 2 in the transference type result are taken to be the characteristic functions of the primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1 (restricted to a residue class), normalized in such a way that they have mean comparable to 1. First, we introduce some notation.
Define the function
which excludes from the prime factorization of n the primes 2, 3 and those primes that are ≡ 1 (mod 4). Denote
We also define a property that we require from the linear functions we work with in what follows.
Definition 3.1. We say that a linear polynomial L with integer coefficients is amenable if L(n) = Kn + b for some integers K ≥ 1 and b, and
for some h ∈ Z, 3 ∤ 4h + 1 and j, t ≥ 0 with 2 j+2 3 2t+1 | K.
What these conditions imply is that there are no local obstructions (modulo divisors of K) to L(n) being prime and L(n) − 1 belonging to S (in particular, L(n) − 1 crucially has an even number of prime factors p ≡ −1 (mod 4) with multiplicities by (iii)). We note that it is essential that b − 1 is allowed to be divisible by a power of 3. Indeed, if L i (n) = Kn + b i are two amenable linear functions with 3 | K and 3
can only represent numbers that are ≡ 1 mod 3. We also note that in our application we must allow K to be divisible by arbitrarily high powers of 2. This is due to the fact that if
The majority of this paper is devoted to proving for functions f i related to the characteristic function of P the following versions of the conditions (i) and (iii) of the transference type result. Throughout the rest of the paper, we denote 4) and f (n) = 0 for other values of n ∈ [0, N ). Then for N ≥ N 0 (w, C) we have
3 ) and some absolute constants δ 0 > 0, C > 0.
Suppose that the linear function W n + b is amenable with W as in (3.3) . Let N ≥ 1 be an integer and g :
and f as in (3.4) . Then for all r > 2,
for some positive constant K r depending only on r.
In this section, we show that Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 indeed imply Theorem 1.1. First we prove some lemmas about local representations of integers modulo powers of 2 and 3.
Lemma 3.4. Let J ≥ 5 and n ≡ 0 (mod 2 J−1 ) be integers. Then we may write n = a + b for some integers a and b with a ≡ 2 i (mod 2 i+2 ) and b ≡ 2 j (mod 2 j+2 ) for some integers
Proof. Since 2 J−1 ∤ n, we may write n = 2 g s where 0 ≤ g ≤ J − 5 and s ≡ 0 (mod 16).
It is easy to check that every such s may be written as 
Proof. One easily sees that x 2 + y 2 (mod 27) attains all residue classes except those that are ≡ 3 (mod 9) or ≡ 6 (mod 9) as x and y vary. Now the lemma only states that every m ′ ≡ 3, 6 (mod 9) is the sum of two numbers, each of which is 0, 2, 5 or 8 (mod 9) and neither of which is 0 (mod 27). This can quickly be verified by hand. To see that B 1 and B 2 exist, write m = 2m ′ + 2, so that m ′ ≡ 3, 6 (mod 9). Then 2 J−1 ∤ m ′ , so using Lemma 3.4 we may write
, and the largest powers of 3 dividing a ′ 1 and a ′ 2 have even exponents (take a ′ 1 = x 2 1 + x 2 2 and a ′ 2 = x 2 3 + x 2 4 in that lemma and notice that the largest power of 3 dividing x 2 + y 2 has an even exponent). 
We will show that each B a with a ≡ 0 (mod 2), a
, that are not of the form p + q with p and q primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1, and afterwards we sum this result over a.
If a satisfies the congruence conditions above, the polynomials W n+B 1 (a) and W n+B 2 (a) are amenable linear polynomials. Set M ′ = ⌊ N W ⌋, and for ℓ ∈ {1, 2} set
with S as in (3.2) and let
Concerning condition (ii) of the transference type result, applying Proposition 3.2 to the function χ ≡ 1, we see that
but we evidently get the same outcome with summation over
2). This takes care of condition (ii).
Next, by Proposition 3.3,
for some absolute constant K 0 when r ∈ {3, 4}, so also condition (iii) holds. Let then χ = χ Ω,η : Z M ′ → R ≥0 be as in Proposition 2.1 (with χ depending on K 0 and δ 0 that appeared above), where
According to (2.1), χ is symmetric around the origin and
3 ), we can actually say that n = n 1 +n 2 . What we showed at the beginning of the proof is that any m ∈ B a , m ∈ 10 N numbers and can hence be ignored). Then
for some n 1 and n 2 satisfying (3.5) whenever
we conclude that all but ≤ (
can be written as m = p + q with p, q primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1. , and therefore the differences in the proofs can only arise when showing that the transference type theorem implies the additive result. In fact, these proofs are also very similar, and one would simply replace Lemma 3.4 with a version where we want to represent an arbitrary integer n as a sum of three numbers of the form 2 i (mod 2 i+2 ), and one would replace Lemma 3.5 with a version where there is no restriction on m ′ and there are six variables x i (and one would define f 3 analogously to f 1 and f 2 ).
4 Restriction theory for primes of the form
The objective of the current section is proving Proposition 3.3, after which proving Theorem 1.1 has been reduced to demonstrating Proposition 3.2. As a byproduct of the arguments, we will obtain Theorem 1.3. The proof of Proposition 3.3 is based on the Green-Tao approach [4] that offers a way to estimate the Fourier norms of prime-related functions and therefore to detect translation invariant constellations within the primes. The GreenTao approach is based on proving a restriction theorem for the Fourier transform from ℓ r (Z N ) to ℓ 2 (Z N ) weighted by a certain "enveloping sieve" that acts as a pseudorandom majorant for the characteristic function of the primes of the desired form. Therefore, we start by asserting that there is a suitable enveloping sieve β(·) for the primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1. 
where v a q ≪ q ε−1 (and Z × q is the set of primitive residue classes (mod q)), (v) We have v(1) = 1 and v a q = 0 in (4.1) whenever q is not square-free or q | W, q = 1. The message of the previous proposition, which we will soon prove, is that β(·) is an upper bound for the normalized characteristic function of the primes x 2 + y 2 + 1 in a residue class, β(·) has average comparable to 1, and β(·) has a Fourier expansion with small coefficients. The above result implies the following restriction theorem, which is identical to [4, Proposition 4.2] , except that β(·) has a different definition. Proposition 4.2. Let β : N → R ≥0 be as in Proposition 4.1. Let N ≥ 1 be large, and let (a n ) n≤N be any sequence of complex numbers. Given a real number r > 2, for some
.
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Proof We choose a n = g(n)
β(n) whenever β(n) = 0, and a n = 0 otherwise. 
by part (ii) of Proposition 4.1.
What remains to be shown is that the enveloping sieve promised by Proposition 4.1 exists. This is based on an argument of Ramaré and Ruzsa [18] (which incidentally developed the enveloping sieve for purposes unrelated to restriction theory). The enveloping sieve β(n) turns out to be a normalized Selberg sieve corresponding to sifting primes of the form
Proof of Proposition 4.1: We first introduce some notation. For a prime p, let A p ⊂ Z p denote the residue classes (mod p) that are sifted away when looking for primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1 ≡ B (mod W ). In other words,
Further, for square-free d let
, where ω(·) is a multiplicative function supported on the square-free integers and having the values
For later use, we also define
and let
Let the Selberg sieve coefficients ρ d (not the same as sieve weights) be given by
. 
where
In [18] the factor G 1 (z) does not appear in their definition of β(n), but this is just a normalization constant. In For part (i), first observe that if W n + B = x 2 + y 2 + 1 ∈ P ∩ (S + 1) with n ∼ N 3 , then x 2 +y 2 +1 ≡ 0 (mod p) for w < p < z = N 0.1 and x 2 +y 2 ≡ 0 (mod p) for p ≡ −1 (mod 4), w < p < z, since (x, y) | 6 J . This means that if W n + B = x 2 + y 2 + 1 ∈ P ∩ (S + 1) with n ∼ N 3 , then β(n) = G 1 (z). Now the assertion follows from
Part (ii) in turn follows by applying the Selberg sieve [10, Chapter 7] to estimate
Note that if W n + B ∈ A p for some w < p ≤ z, then p | W n + B or p | W n + B − 1, so that p can be chosen in at most ν(W n + B) + ν(W n + B − 1) ways, where ν(·) is the number of distinct prime factors. Since d is square-free and a product of such primes p,
Part (iv), which is the most crucial part concerning pseudorandomness, was verified in [18] . Namely, our set of primes of the form W n + B = x 2 + y 2 + 1 is "sufficiently sifted" in the sense of the definition given on pages 1 and 2 of [18] (to see that, take in that paper A to be the set of primes of the form under consideration up to N and κ = We are then left with part (v). Equations (4.1.13) and (4.1.21) of [18] reveal that (4.1) holds when v( a q ) is defined for (a, q) = 1 by
where the set K d is given by (4.2). As in formula (4.1.17) of [18] , we have
which immediately gives v( a q ) = 0 unless q is square-free and (q, W ) = 1. In addition, by formula (4.1.13) of the same paper (with the right-hand side multiplied by G 1 (z)), we have
where by (4.1.14) we have
and ρ z (q, δ) satisfies (4.1.15). Putting q = 1 into (4.1.15), we clearly get w
We have now proved Proposition 3.3, which will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1.1. As a consequence of the above considerations, we can now establish Theorem 1.3, that is, Roth's theorem for the subset P of primes.
Proof of Theorem 1.3: This is very similar to the proof of [4, Theorem 1.2]. Let A ⊂ P * have positive upper density in P * . Then there is δ > 0 (which may be assumed small) such that |A ∩ ( Let S B = S ∩{W n+B : n ≥ 1} for any set S and integer B. Note that if n = x 2 +y 2 +1 ∈ (
3 ) is a prime with (x, y) = 1 and N ≥ 10W , then (n, W ) = (n − 1, s(W )) = 1 and (n − 1, 3) = 1, 4 ∤ n − 1. Therefore,
for N ≥ 10W and N ∈ N , so using the pigeonhole principle and the lower bound for
3 )| coming from Proposition 3.2 with χ ≡ 1, we can find a value of B ∈ [1, W ] such that the polynomial W n + B is amenable and
for N ∈ N ′ with N ′ an infinite set of positive integers and for some small absolute constant δ 1 > 0, since the Chinese remainder theorem shows that there are ≤ 10 10 W (log w)
amenable functions W n + B with 1 ≤ B ≤ W .
Next, set 
3 ).
Reductions for finding primes in Bohr sets
The proof of Proposition 3.2 goes through an intermediate result (namely Proposition 5.1 below) that resembles it and is slightly more technical, but at the same time easier to approach. The proof of Proposition 5.1 uses among other things the circle method, Bombieri-Vinogradov type estimates, and ideas similar to Iwaniec's proof [8] of the infinitude of primes x 2 + y 2 + 1, and will occupy Sections 6 to 10. 
where δ 1 > 0 is an absolute constant and
We remark that, by the Chinese remainder theorem, In this section, we will show that Proposition 5.1 implies Proposition 3.2, by appealing to the following lemma. 
Proof. This is [15, Lemma 7.4] .
Note that the conclusion of Proposition 3.2 (with N 3 replaced with N ) can be rewritten as 3) for N ≥ N 0 (w, C) and t ∈ (N, 3N ), with δ 0 > 0 and C > 0 absolute constants. In view of the previous lemma, Proposition 3.2 follows immediately from Proposition 5.1 by splitting in (5.3) the sum over n on the left-hand side to a sum over n in different residue classes (mod Q), provided that the premise of Lemma 5.2 is true for η 0 = w
. This is what we will prove in the remainder of this section.
Lemma 5.3. Let Q ≥ 1, and let Q be defined by (5.1) (and W and w in the definition of Q given by (3.3) ). Let a and q | Q be positive integers with (a, q) = 1, q = 1. We have
Before proving this, we present another lemma, which will be used to prove Lemma 5.3.
Lemma 5.4. Let a and q be positive integers, q = 1, (a, q) = 1, and let W n + b be an amenable linear polynomial with W and w as in (3.3) . Let V ≥ 1 be an integer with (q, V ) = 1. Then
Proof. Using Möbius inversion, the sum in question (without absolute values) becomes
Now consider the sum
Note that the sum is nonempty only if (d, k) = 1. Let x 1 , . . . , x R(d,k) (mod dk) be the pairwise incongruent solutions to the system
The inner sum is nonzero only when dk = q, in which case it is 1. Taking these considerations into account, (5.6) has absolute value at most
We estimate this differently depending on whether (q, W ) > 1 or (q, W ) = 1. In the former case, there is some prime p such that p | q, p | W , so dk = q tells that p divides either Proof of Lemma 5.3. This is similar to the argument on page 21 of [15] . We can find unique q ′ and Q ′ such that Q =′ Q ′ and (q, Q ′ ) = 1 and all the prime divisors of q ′ divide q. Writing c 0 = c 1 q + c 2 Q ′ , c 0 runs through each residue class (mod Q) exactly once as c 1 runs through residue classes (mod q ′ Q ′ ) and c 2 runs independently through residue classes (mod q). Now the left-hand side of (5.4) (without absolute values) becomes
Since (aQ ′ , q) = 1, the inner sum is exactly of the form appearing in Lemma 5.4. Therefore,
Since w ≥ 10 10 10 , estimating the divisor function crudely yields
where ω(p) ∈ {1, 2} and ω(p) = 2 precisely when p ≡ −1 (mod 4). The previous expression is, for q > w ≥ 10 10 10 ,
, where the last step comes from (5.2).
From Lemma 5.3, we conclude that proving Proposition 5.1 is enough for establishing Proposition 3.2 (and hence Theorem 1.1).
6 Weighted sieve for primes of the form p = x 2 + y 2 + 1
Next we investigate primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1 in Bohr sets and prove Proposition 5.1 concerning these, from which Theorem 1.1 will follow. We will prove in this section Theorem 6.5 about weighted counting of primes in the shifted set S + 1 = {s + 1 : s ∈ S}.
The proof resembles Iwaniec' s proof [8] of the infinitude of primes of the form x 2 + y 2 + 1, as well as the later works [24] , [12] on the same problem in short intervals, but the theorem involves a weighted version of the sieve procedure and hence requires a hypothesis about the weights. We will later verify the conditions of this hypothesis for a weight function related to the function χ(n) in Proposition 5.1, and this will imply Proposition 5.1 and consequently Theorem 1.1. To formulate Theorem 6.5, we first introduce the hypothesis regarding our weight coefficients. To this end, we need a couple of definitions.
Definition 6.1. Given a linear function L, let S(L) be the singular product
Definition 6.2. We say that a sequence (g(ℓ)) ℓ≥1 of complex numbers is of convolution type (for a given large integer N and constant σ ∈ (3, 4)) if
and σ ∈ (3, 4), let H(ρ 1 , ρ 2 , σ) be the proposition 1 2 √ ρ 2
In the proof of Theorem 1.1, we will use the fact that
This holds for ε = 0 by a numerical computation and by continuity in a small neighborhood of 0. Indeed, the difference between the integrals in (6.1) is then > 10 −3 . We are ready to state our Bombieri-Vinogradov type hypothesis, whose validity depends on the weight sequence (ω n ), as well as on the parameters ρ 1 , ρ 2 and σ.
. Let (ω n ) n∼N be a nonnegative sequence of real numbers, and let δ = (b − 1, K). Let ε > 0 be any small number. Let
. Then for any sequence (g(ℓ)) ℓ≤N 0.9 of convolution type (with parameter σ) 
where δ 0 > 0 is an absolute constant.
Remark 6.6. We will be able to prove Hypothesis 6.4 in Section 10 for ρ 1 = 1 2 − ε, ρ 2 = 3 7 − ε and σ = 3 + ε when L(n) is suitable and ω n is of bounded Fourier complexity. It would suffice to prove the same with ρ 2 = 0.385 instead of ρ 2 = Proof. Put A = {L(n) − 1 : n ∼ N, L(n) ∈ P} P 4,−1 = {p ∈ P : p ≡ −1 (mod 4), p = 3},
If we weigh the elements of A by ν n = ω (L −1 (n+1)) , where L −1 is the inverse function of L, the sifting function is
Note that L(n) − 1 ≡ 2 β (mod 2 β+2 ) for some β ≥ 1 by the definition of amenability, so that L(n) − 1 has an even number of prime factors that are ≡ −1 (mod 4) (counted with multiplicity). We have
since the right-hand side counts with weight ω n the numbers L(n) − 1 = 2 α 1 3 α 2 k ∈ A with k ∈ P * 4,1 , and we claim that these numbers are precisely the numbers in S ∩ A. We have 2 α 1 3 α 2 k = L(n) − 1, so by amenability α 2 ≡ 0 (mod 2). It is a fact in elementary number theory that for k ∈ P * 4,1 , both k and 2k can be expressed in the form a 2 +b 2 with (a, b) = 1, and additionally no number of the form 2 α 1 3 α 2 k with (k, 6) = 1 and α 2 odd or k ∈ P * 4,1 is of the form x 2 +y 2 with (x, y) | 6 ∞ . Hence both sides of (6.2) indeed count the same integers.
Buchstab's identity reveals that 
and M (ℓ) has been assigned the weights ν n = ω L −1 (n) , so that
We carry out bounding S from below and bounding T from above separately. 
and
for i ∈ {−1, 1}. Therefore, we end up with the bound
With these notations, for 1 ≤ s ≤ 3 the linear sieve [2, Theorem 11.13] with β = 2 provides the bound 
We take s = 5ρ 1 ∈ [1, 3] in the linear sieve. Then we have
+ε . Concerning the error sum in (6.6), observe that sin(t log y)
for N −3 < y ≤ N 3 , y = 1 to dispose of the cross condition. We choose y = 3KN k 2 m , which satisfies |y − 1| ≥ 1 3KN 2 after altering N by ≤ 1 if necessary, so that the error term in Perron's formula becomes O( K N 2 ). According to the addition formula for sine, we have sin(t log y) = sin(t log(3KN ) − t log k 2 ) cos(t log m) − cos(t log(3KN ) − t log k 2 ) sin(t log m) which permits us to separate the variables k and m. Then we have
where |α 
We sum (6.6) over ℓ ∈ L and make use of (6.7), after which we have obtained
We analyze the sum over L in the above formula. Denoting
The previous sum can be written as
where u(m) is the characteristic function of P * 4,1 . To evaluate this sum, we study the sum
The sum can be written as 
(which is bounded by 2 at prime powers and fulfills p≤x h(p) log p = (
, we see that (6.10) equals
Joni Teräväinen
Applying Wirsing's theorem reversely, this is
By [24, Lemma 3], we have
. Now, using the same argument as in the proof of [12, Lemma 5], we compute that (6.9) equals
Concluding the proof. Now we have
We claim that the local factors in (6.5) and (6.11) are identical, or in other words that
By the identity (1
, which in turn is equivalent to the nonexistence of a prime p ≡ 1 (mod 4) for which p | K, p ∤ K δ . If p ≥ 5 were such a prime, we would have p | δ, so p | b − 1, which contradicts the definition of amenability. We also cannot have p = 2 or p = 3, since 2 | Thus no such p exists and (6.12) holds. Furthermore, it is clear that (6.12) is at least 0.01S(L). Consequently,
Owing to the fact that H(ρ 1 , ρ 2 , σ) is assumed to be true, we have I 1 (ρ 2 , σ) − I 2 (ρ 1 , σ) ≥ 10 −10 , and this completes the proof of Theorem 6.5 in view of (6.2) and (6.3).
Preparation for the verifying the hypothesis
The sequence (ω n ) to which we will apply Theorem 6.5 will be determined by a function χ(n) having a Fourier series of the form (2.2). In (2.2) it is natural to separate the phases α i into major and minor arc parameters. This partition arises from the following lemma. 
and either
Proof. This is Lemma 3.2 in [15] .
From now on, A (and therefore also B) will be large enough quantities (say A, B ≥ 10 10 ). Let us define the sequence (ω n ) to which we will apply Theorem 6.5 in order to prove Proposition 5.1. Let χ : Z → R ≥0 be any function with Fourier complexity ≤ C (i.e., χ satisfies (2.2)). Given an integer t with |t| ≤ 5N , we choose
where Q is determined by the α i in (2.2) with the help of Lemma 7.1 and c 0 ∈ Q with
Recall that |Q| is given by (5.2).
From now on, let
To prove Proposition 5.1 and hence Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 1.1, it suffices to show that for W as in (3.3) and S(L) as in Definition 6.1 we have
since L(n) is amenable and since by (5.2)
By Theorem 6.5 and the remark after it, formula (7.1) will follow once we have verified Hypothesis 6.4 for our sequence (χ(t − (Qn + c 0 ))) n∼x and linear function L(n) and parameters
− 10ε, and σ = 3 + ε.
By formula (2.2) for χ(n) and Lemma 7.1, it suffices to inspect Hypothesis 6.4 with the choices (7.2) for (e(ξn)) n∼x , where ξ is an arbitrary real number satisfying, for some
Moreover, we may assume in (7.1) that
since otherwise we have nothing to prove, and consequently it suffices to prove Hypothesis 6.4 for (e(ξn)) n∼x with ( n∼x ω n )(log x) −100 replaced by x(log x) −200 in that hypothesis.
Bombieri-Vinogradov sums weighted by additive characters
We will establish Hypothesis 6.4 in the setting of Section 7 subsequently in Section 10.
For that purpose as well as for proving Theorem 1.4 in Section 11, we need the following Bombieri-Vinogradov type estimates for type I and II exponential sums. We employ for positive integers q and v the notation
. log m and any t ∈ [N, 2N ] we have
α m e(ξrmn)
Proof. We follow the proof of [15, Lemma 8.3] . It suffices to consider the sum over 0 < r ≤ R. Our task is to estimate
for r ≤ R. The inner sum in the definition of S r is a geometric sum in the variable n, so evaluating it provides the bound
Observe that vξ − av q ≤ 1 q 2 . Based on this, writing d ′ = rmd and using a standard bound for sums over fractional parts [15, Lemma B.3] (taking x = RN v in that lemma), we get
as wanted. 
with
Remark 8.3. In Section 10, we will only need the case R = 1, while the dependence on v will be crucial. In Section 11, on the other hand, v = 1 but the dependence on R will be crucial.
Proof. We follow the proof of [15, Lemma 8.4 ], which in turn is based on an argument of Mikawa [16] . It suffices to consider the case r > 0. We will first prove the lemma in the case F 1 = min{F 1 , F 2 }. Let us write 
Q 2 (log x) −C+10 present in that formula of [15] can be replaced with DM x Q (log x) 100 without changing anything in the proof). Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
after writing ℓ = rj. When it comes to the sum above, we can estimate it using the lemma on page 6 of [16] (with τ 3 (·) replaced by τ 4 (·)), stating that
for 1 ≤ J ≤ 10x and any real number ξ ′ satisfying |ξ ′ − a ′ q ′ | ≤ 1 q ′2 for some coprime a ′ and q ′ ≤ x. In the case q ′ > x, (8.2) continues to hold, by trivial estimates. We substitute (8.2)
making use of our assumption on ξ, which implies that
. This results in the claimed bound.
Then let F 2 = min{F 1 , F 2 }. In this situation, we use the orthogonality of characters to bound the sum in Lemma 8.2 with
is a suitably chosen integer coprime to v. Estimating the sums over d 1 and d 2 trivially and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and expanding a square, we find that (8.3) is, for some |β ′ n | ≤ τ (n) 2 log n and some c v coprime to v,
for c ≤
2N
M , where we used Hilbert's inequality [17, Chapter 7] in the third last step. Taking c = dv, and substituting to (8.8), we see that (8.7) holds, as claimed. Therefore, we indeed have the bound (8.6) for (8.5) , and that bound can be rewritten as the desired bound F 2 .
Factorizing sieve weights
The linear and semilinear sieve weights will play a crucial role in verifying Hypothesis 6.4, since we aim to split the summation over d ≤ x ρ in that hypothesis to summations over . We use induction on r to prove the existence of such d 1 and d 2 . For r = 1, we can simply take
Suppose then that r ≥ 3 and that case r − 1 has been proved and consider the case r. We have p 1 · · · p r−1 ∈ D +,LIN , so by the induction assumption
We claim that we can take either (1−4θ) and p 1 p 2 p 3 ∈ D −,SEM ,
(1−4θ)+ε .
Remark 9.4. We remark that an argument almost identical to the proof of Lemma 9.2 below shows that the lemma holds also for the set
which is the support of the upper bound semilinear weights, when ρ = , and all the other parameters are as before. This observation will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.5. This exponent is also optimal, as is seen by taking ρ = (
Proof of Lemma 9.2. The proof resembles some arguments related to Harman's sieve [7, Chapter 3] . Let d = p 1 · · · p r ∈ D −,SEM . The claim is that the set {p 1 , . . . , p r } can be partitioned into two subsets S 1 and S 2 in such a way that the products P 1 and P 2 of the elements of S 1 and S 2 satisfy P 1 ≤ D, P 1 P 2 2 ≤
, and additionally P 1 ≥ x 0.1 or P 2 = 1. Note that for r = 1 one can take S 1 = {p 1 } and S 2 = ∅. Assume then that r ≥ 2. If p 1 · · · p r ≤ D, we may take S 1 = {p 1 , . . . , p r }, S 2 = ∅. Indeed, then P 1 ≤ D, P 2 = 1 and
. Now we may assume that
We claim that the choice S 1 = {p 1 , . . . p j }, S 2 = {p j+1 , . . . , p r } works. First of all, we have
Supposing that the claim does not hold for S 1 and S 2 , we have
, this yields x 2ρ > x
from which we solve ρ > 
Verifying the Hypothesis

Splitting variables
Based on Section 7, the proof of Hypothesis 6.4 for the sequence (ω n ) n∼x and linear function L(n) defined in that section has been reduced to showing that
e(ξn) log(QW n) and (10.1)
) ℓ≥1 is a sequence of convolution type (with parameter σ), the sieve weights λ
have respective sifting parame-
+ε , z 2 ≤ x 1 3+ ε 2 , and ρ 1 , ρ 2 , σ are as in (7.2), and ξ is subject to (7.3). It would actually suffice to replace ℓ ≤ x 1−ε by ℓ ≤ x 0.9+ε above, but this would not simplify the argument.
As mentioned in Section 9, we wish to split the sum over d into a double sum. This is enabled by Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2. If D is as in Lemma 9.2 with 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 30 , we may write
where the maximum and minimum are over those ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 ≥ 1 and D ≥ 1 that satisfy
and either ∆ 1 ≥ x 0.1 or ∆ 2 = 1. 
and either ∆ 1 ≥ x 0.1 or ∆ 2 = 1.
(10.5)
We take θ = 0 in this section, but in Section 11 we will employ the same formulas with θ > 0. As a conclusion, we see that (10.1) and (10.2) are bounded by ( log x log 2 ) 2 times
and (10.6)
respectively, where ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 are any numbers constrained by (10.4) or (10.5), depending on whether we consider (10.6) or (10.7). At this point, it is also natural to split into two cases depending on whether ξ lies on a major arc or minor arc (that is, whether q | Q or
≥ (log x) A holds in (7.3)).
Major arcs for the semilinear sieve
We first assume the major arc condition q | Q in the definition of ξ in (7.3). By partial summation, (10.1) becomes
Naming the function inside d{. . .} as G(t), partial integration tells that the previous expression is
by the Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem [10, Theorem 17.1]. As ξ is on a major arc, by (7.3) we have ξ ≤ 2(log x) 102B x , so (10.8) is ≪ x(log x) −1000 . Therefore, the major arc case for the semilinear sieve has been dealt with.
Major arcs for the linear sieve
Again assume q | Q in (7.3). After applying partial summation, (10.2) takes the form
ℓ log QW n ℓ , so we want this to be ≪ x(log x) −202 . Proceeding as in Subsection 10.2, it suffices to prove for that t ∈ [x, 2x]
We start by analyzing the second sum inside the absolute values in the previous expression. Since QW ≪ (log x) B+1 and ℓ ≤ x 1−ε , a change of variables and the prime number theorem give
The error term remains still ≪ x(log x) −2000B after multiplying it by To obtain this estimate, we apply [10, Theorem 17.4 ] to the sequences (α ℓ ′ ) ℓ ′ ≤x 1−ε /δ = (g(δℓ ′ )) ℓ ′ ≤x 1−ε /δ and (β k ) k≥1 = (1 P (k)) k≥1 -that theorem is applicable since the sequence (1 P (k)) k≥1 is well-distributed in the sense of formula (17.13) of [10] (with ∆ = (log x) −20000B there) by the Siegel-Walfisz theorem. Now, since in (10.10) we have ℓ ′ ≥ x ε 2 , p ≥ x ε , ρ 1 < 1 2 and |α ℓ ′ | ≤ τ (ℓ ′ ) 2 log ℓ ′ , the claimed Bombieri-Vinogradov type estimate follows immediately from the theorem cited above.
Minor arcs for the semilinear sieve
We assume then that ξ is on a minor arc, meaning that q (q,Q 2 ) ≥ (log x) A in (7.3). We study the sum (10.6). Using partial summation, we see that n∼x e(ξn) log(QW n) ≪ max x≤t≤2x x≤n≤t e (ξn) ≪ 1 ξ .
We have (q, QW ) ≤ W (q, Q) ≤ W q
(log x) A < q, so q ∤ QW . Taking this and (7.3) into account, ξ ≥ . Hence it contributes ≪ x(log x) −98B when summing over d. +ε , ρ ≤ 1 2 − ε tells at once that
in the same way as for M ≥ x 1−ρ 2 −ε 2 (considering again the cases ∆ 1 ≥ (log x) A 10 and ∆ 1 < (log x) A 10 separately), so also Case 3 contributes ≪ x (log x)
A 100 . Consequently, we have shown that the contribution of the minor arcs for the semilinear sieve is small enough.
Minor arcs for the linear sieve
We assume again q (q,Q 2 ) ≥ (log x) A . We first look at the second expression inside absolute values in (10.7). We have by partial summation Crucially, our assumption is that the sequence (g(ℓ)) ℓ≥1 is of convolution type, so the sum in (10.13) can be rewritten as for some absolute constant δ 0 > 0 and infinitely many N . From now on, we choose a large integer q satisfying |ξ − a q | ≤ 1 q 2 for some a coprime to q (there are infinitely many such q) and take
Concerning the term on the right-hand side of (11.1), we note that for some absolute constant δ 1 > 0. This is what we set out to prove.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Pick any amenable linear polynomial, such as L(n) = Kn + 5 with K = 6 4 . By applying Theorem 6.5 to ω n = χ 0 (Kξn + κ + 5ξ) and L(n), we see that (11.3) will follow (with N replaced by N K ) once we establish Hypothesis 6.4 (with δ = (K, 5 − 1) = 4) for this sequence (ω n ) and some parameters satisfying H(ρ 1 , ρ 2 , σ) under the conditions (11.2) . Taking the definition of χ 0 (·) into account and making use of the classical Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem, it suffices to prove Hypothesis 6.4 for ω ′ n = 0<|r|<R c(r)e(Kξrn) (with the choices (11.2)) . Hence, what we must show is that q ′2 for some coprime a ′ and q ′ ≍ N 1 2 , so the
